The Chosen Ones
We have been asked the past few weeks about the origin of the name for our private treaty bull
offering "The Chosen Ones". These three words describe our bull program very poignantly.
We believe the bulls selected to be in our bull pen should be honoured, they are truly the elite of
our program.
We manage our program and the genetics in the program to produce cattle that are:
• functional
• structurally correct
• quiet
• elite performers
No bull is kept in the pen unless they come from a maternal family in our program that has
proven themselves with great success.
How does a maternal family prove themselves and earn the right to be in the bull pen? If an
animal is going to be a "good" bull he will probably make a "great" steer. Maternal families that
repeatedly prove themselves as steer and heifer producers will build a history worthy of
consideration to the bull pen.
This theory of proven maternal genetics bred to herd bulls that are scrutinized and critically
analyzed has provided us with the basis for our elite offering of
"The Chosen Ones"
Two of our greatest examples of this success are:
Daines Sir Dr Seuss 30T x Remitall Queen 629S
This cross has produced the 2010 Canadian Western Agribition Grand Champion MaineTainer
Bull (over all ages)
The highest weight per day of age bull in the Maine Anjou barn at the 2012 Canadian Western
Agribition Show.
Lonely Island 22Y - Now creating his own legacy in the DRSS herd.
Halls Crossing 454W x Daines Miss Makin Waves 28N
This cross has produced the 2011 Canadian Western Agribition Reserve Grand Champion
MaineTainer Bull (over all ages)
This cross has been present in our bull pen the past three years and is once again represented
this year.
The commercial cattlemen that have purchased all of the above bulls are walking these bulls in
their herds. Proving show bulls can have many long productive breeding seasons.
Check the pedigrees we are proud to say that our Maine Anjou and MaineTainer bulls provide a
great choice in outcross genetics.
"The Chosen Ones" offering will never be a quantity focus. We focus this offering on quality,
they have to be exceptional individuals. View the offering with confidence and trust that each
individual is worthy of being a "Chosen One"
So who are "The Chosen Ones" they are truly the elite of the DRSS program.
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